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Partnering with the real estate industry …

Agenzia del Demanio plays a central role in the public real estate renovation and development policies
under the new context driven by the investments and reforms provided by the NRRP

Agenzia has made a major step
forward in establishing a new
Department (“Struttura per la
Progettazione”) tasked to
implement the highest standard
and quality in real estate project
design

Agenzia provides the
market with a continuous
flow of State properties to
invest on through
redevelopment long lease
or sale contracts

Agenzia is a primary partner for the construction, architecture and engineering industry,
as well as real estate investors, developers and corporate end-users / occupiers
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… to achieve public objectives
How Agenzia engages the market for

Direct investment

Design & Construction
Real estate renovation and development projects are designed

Agenzia is responsible for promoting effective use of State properties

and realized:

no longer mission-critical to public administrations. These can vary

-

measuring the sustainability and social impact

widely in type, location and value, and may include:

-

devising the most suitable energy efficiency and digitization

-

Office buildings

solutions (e.g. maximizing the green area, using innovative

-

Warehouses, commercial and industrial facilities

materials, etc.)

-

Military holdings

-

achieving maximum involvement and acceptance by the territory

-

Single- and multi-family residences

-

maintaining the highest standard of transparency and

-

Undeveloped land

communication on construction sites
-

evaluating the quality of the design through a network of experts
and adopting uniform criteria to establish best practice

-

keeping permanent dialogue with designers and contractors
through continuous project monitoring and management

Making unneeded or underutilized properties available to the market to
develop entrepreneurial projects brings about lasting positive impact for the
local economy
To this aim private investors are called through a competitive procedure for
redevelopment long lease or sale
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Design & Construction – Public Tender
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NEW BUILDING. New fire brigade headquarters, Catanzaro – Calabria
EX CASERMA PEPICELLI. Federal building, Benevento – Campania
PALAZZO DI GIUSTIZIA. Space optimization and enhancement, Napoli – Campania
PALAZZO FIENGA. Federal building, Torre Annunziata (NA) – Campania
VILLA FAVORITA. Conservative restoration, Ercolano (NA) – Campania
EX CASERMA G. PEROTTI. Federal building, Bologna – Emilia Romagna
PALAZZO DELLE FINANZE. Public offices reallocation, Modena – Emilia Romagna
EX CASERMA STAVECO. Justice Hub, Bologna – Emilia Romagna
EX CASERMA CAVARZERANI. Federal building, Udine – Friuli Venezia Giulia
EX CASERMA CRESPI. Demolition and reconstruction, Imperia – Liguria
EX CASERMA PILO. Refurbishment, Genova – Liguria
EX CASERMA PAPA. Federal building, Brescia – Lombardia
EX CASERMA DE CRISTOFORIS. Federal building, Como – Lombardia
EX CASERMA AMIONE. Federal building, Torino – Piemonte
EX CASERMA VALFRÈ. Federal building, Alessandria – Piemonte
EX CASERMA GARRONE. Justice hub, Vercelli – Piemonte
EX CASERMA CAVALLI. Federal building, Novara – Piemonte
EX CASERME MILANO E CAPOZZI. Justice hub, Bari – Puglia
TERRENO. Justice hub, Lecce – Puglia
EX SEDE ANCIFAP. Justice hub, Taranto – Puglia
IMMOBILE VIALE TRASTEVERE. Refurbishment, Roma – Lazio
IMMOBILE VIALE BOSTON. Refurbishment, Roma – Lazio
IMMOBILE VIALE AMERICA. Refurbishment, Roma – Lazio
EX MAGAZZINI AERONAUTICA. Refurbishment, Cagliari – Sardegna
EX CASERMA FRANCO. Federal building, Caltanissetta – Sicilia
EX CARCERI MASCHILE E FEMMINILE. Justice hub, Perugia – Umbria
EX CASERMA PEROTTI. Federal building, Firenze – Toscana
PALAZZO BUONTALENTI. Refurbishment, Firenze – Toscana
EX CASERMA FANTUZZI. Refurbishment, Belluno – Veneto
EX CASERMA S. BERNARDINO. Refurbishment, Verona – Veneto
EX CASERMA SILVESTRI. Federal building, Rovigo – Veneto
RICOSTRUZIONE POST SISMA 2016 – Abruzzo, Marche, Lazio
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Design & Construction – Public Tender
NEW FIRE BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
Catanzaro – Calabria

1

EX CASERMA PEPICELLI
Benevento – Campania

2

The intervention provides for the transfer of some
offices of the Ministry of the Interior, Fire Department,
located in the City of Catanzaro and Sellia Marina
(CZ), in a newly built building, to be realized in a
portion of area (50,000 square meters) located in
Giulivetto, which will be the new Integrated
Headquarters of the Fire Brigade of Catanzaro.

It is foreseen the realization of a Federal building in
which the offices of various PAs will be grouped,
unifying the services to the citizens.
The objective of the rationalization is to recover an
unused public property and generate substantial
savings through the elimination of passive rents and
the reduction of running costs.

PALAZZO DI GIUSTIZIA
Napoli – Campania

PALAZZO FIENGA
Torre Annunziata (NA) – Campania

3

4

Lot I: Optimization and enhancement of the spaces of
the Public Prosecutor's Office and the Court,
construction of a pedestrian bridge crossing the
current driveway. Lot II: Realization of external
spaces, area and parking to support both users and
the community, with redefinition of the areas intended
for vehicular and pedestrian mobility.

Refurbishment of the building into an operational and
housing hub for the State police, the Carabinieri, the
financial police, the judicial police, the metropolitan
police and the local police of Torre Annunziata.

VILLA FAVORITA
Ercolano (NA) – Campania

EX CASERMA G. PEROTTI
Bologna – Emilia Romagna

5

The Villa is one of the sumptuous Eighteenth Century
residences of the Vesuvian Villas complex. The
interventions are part of an overall plan of restoration
and enhancement to be implemented in steps with the
MIC. The redevelopment of the main body of the
complex and of the external spaces of the Upper Park
is foreseen in order to foster the fruition of a site of
high environmental and historical value in the heart of
the urban context.

6

Realization of the new provincial headquarters
Bologna 2 and supra-regional archives center of the
Agenzia delle Entrate. The project foresees two main
bodies and a connecting body, which make up the
volume that combines office and archive spaces. The
archives building has a green roof. The choice to
organize the offices in height helps to reduce the
footprint of the building on the ground.

5

Design & Construction – Public Tender
PALAZZO DELLE FINANZE
Modena – Emilia Romagna

7

Restoration of the Palazzo delle Finanze (known as
Principe Foresto building) to be used as the
headquarters of the Prefecture and the Provincial
Command of the Carabinieri. The intervention
provides for the recovery of an asset of great historical
and symbolic value for the city of Modena, the closure
of the current passive leases with the destination of
the building to institutional representative offices,
combining restoration and architectural quality and
design oriented to sustainability.
EX CASERMA CAVARZERANI
Udine – Friuli Venezia Giulia

9

The hypothesis of rationalisation and regeneration of the
"Cavarzerani Barracks" is the result of a complex concerted
effort between public administrations, with the aim of
redeveloping a military site that had been disused for some time,
reconnecting it to the urban fabric of the city, creating green
spaces to serve the inhabitants of the neighborhood and at the
same time generating considerable cost savings in terms of
leasing. The project consists of three public poles with different
functions: an archives pole, a pole for the state police and
another pole with a public function.
EX CASERMA PILO
Genova - Liguria

11

The project, entirely developed in BIM, foresees the
re-functionalization of the entire building, allocating
public functions to serve the Ministry of Interior.
Both the design and the execution of the work are
developed in accordance with the Environmental
Sustainability Protocol dedicated to historic buildings,
GBC Historic Building, allowing, at the end of the
work, to certify the work with the Platinum level.

EX CASERMA STAVECO
Bologna – Emilia Romagna

8

The project involves the construction of the Justice
hub in Bologna. The complex consists of about 40
buildings of different structure and consistency,
gradually abandoned since the late '90s after the
disposal by the Ministry of Defense. The project will
give back to the city a large green area removed from
military use, the recovery of an asset of great historical
and symbolic value and the closure of current leases.

EX CASERMA CRESPI
Imperia – Liguria

10

In order to realize the new Carabinieri barracks on the
west side and the new headquarters of the Agenzia
delle Entrate on the east side, the building will be
demolished and rebuilt maintaining the existing shape
and volume, with two buildings separated from the
functional and seismic point of view by a structural
joint. The design and construction of the new building
will be developed entirely in BIM and will be geared
towards obtaining certification according to the most
common protocols of environmental sustainability.
EX CASERMA PAPA
Brescia – Lombardia

12

The project foresees the functional requalification of
the whole property complex for the reallocation of State
administrations. The intervention provides for the
recovery of three existing buildings, while the
remaining buildings will be demolished. Other new
rational and efficient buildings will be realized,
conceived both at architectural and plant engineering
level to be NZEB or "almost zero energy". The complex
will be fully connected to the city district heating
network and will produce a total of 120,000kW per year
from Renewable Energy Sources plants (photovoltaic). 6

Design & Construction – Public Tender
EX CASERMA DE CRISTOFORIS
Como – Lombardia

13

EX CASERMA AMIONE
Torino – Piemonte

14

The project provides for the functional redevelopment
of the entire property complex for the reallocation of
State administrations. The intervention provides for
the recovery of the existing buildings, which will be refunctionalized in a rational and efficient way,
conceived both at architectural and plant engineering
level to be NZEB or "almost zero energy". For the
complex is expected the use of renewable energy
such as photovoltaics.

The urban regeneration project envisages the creation
of a large green area around which a new smart
district will be built, to be used for Public
Administration offices, currently in passive lease. The
historic portion facing Piazza Rivoli will be maintained,
and will be subject to conservative restoration.

EX CASERMA VALFRE’
Alessandria – Piemonte

EX CASERMA GARRONE
Vercelli – Piemonte

15

16

The project has a twofold objective: in the monumental
portion, to unify Alessandria's judicial offices, currently
located in several unsuitable sites in the city, thus
rationalising space and economic resources; in the
remaining portion, following a specific urban planning
study, the creation of an administrative centre is
planned.

The restoration of the monumental compendium will
make it possible to unify Vercelli's judicial offices,
which are currently located in several unsuitable
locations in the city.

EX CASERMA CAVALLI
Novara - Piemonte

EX CASERME MILANO E CAPOZZI
Bari - Puglia

17

The project envisages the redevelopment of a first
portion of the building complex for the reallocation of
the State administrations. The project involves the
renovation of the existing buildings, which will be
refunctionalized in a rational and efficient manner.

18

The intervention aims to unify the judicial offices of
Bari, currently located in several locations, no longer
suitable, on the municipal territory, thus achieving the
rationalization of space and economic resources.

7

TERRENO (19)
Lecce – Puglia

19

EX SEDE ANCIFAP (20)
Taranto – Puglia

20

The intervention aims to unify the judicial offices in a
single citadel of justice. The area identified for the
realization of the intervention, as confiscated from
organized crime, is an important sign of restoration of
legality in favor of the community.

The intervention aims to re-functionalize and
rationalize the judicial offices in the territory of the City
of Taranto in a single citadel of justice. The
intervention includes the building which is the current
seat of the Court of Appeal and the compendium,
called former ANCIFAP seat, on which some
structures already serving the judicial administration
insist, which will be restructured and expanded.

IMMOBILI VIALE TRASTEVERE,
VIALE BOSTON e VIALE AMERICA (21-23)
Roma – Lazio

EX MAGAZZINI AERONAUTICA (24)
Cagliari – Sardegna

21-23

24

The intervention refers to a complex rationalization
operation to re-functionalize the buildings to allocate
offices of the General Command of the Port Authority,
of the Ministries of Economic Development and
Ecological Transition (MISE/MITE).

Construction, in a single pole, of the offices of the
Agenzia delle Entrate, with closure of the current
passive leases. The works will allow the rationalization
of the spaces, the urban and architectural
redevelopment, the enhancement of the protected
property, the improvement of working environments
and services to citizens, the creation of a complex
"almost zero energy".

EX CASERMA FRANCO (25)
Caltanissetta – Sicilia

EX CARCERI MASCHILE E FEMMINILE (26)
Perugia – Umbria

25

The intervention aims to overcome the excessive
relocation of offices of the Ministry of the Interior and
concerns the complete re-functionalization of a
peripheral area of Caltanissetta. This will allow the
closure of numerous passive leases and the reduction
of public expenditure. The project provides for the use
of the best technological standard for the construction
of the new buildings, achieving the highest energy
efficiency and running cost reduction.

26

A rationalisation operation to re-functionalize the
former prison complex and convert it into a Justice
hub. In agreement with the Ministry of Culture, the
restoration work will include targeted demolition and
the introduction of new building elements to make the
complex suitable for its new function.

8

EX CASERMA PEROTTI (27)
Firenze – Toscana

27

PALAZZO BUONTALENTI (28)
Firenze – Toscana

28

Urban regeneration of the disused portion of the
military infrastructure called "Caserma Perotti", with
the construction of a multifunctional district for State
administrations (State Police, Guardia di Finanza, Min.
of Culture, Fire Brigade).

Restoration and re-functionalization of the State
property located in Florence, called Casino Mediceo di
San Marco - Palazzo Buontalenti, to be made
available to the European University Institute as the
seat of the EUI School of Transnational Governance.

EX CASERMA FANTUZZI (29)
Belluno – Veneto

EX CASERMA S. BERNARDINO (30)
Verona – Veneto

29

Restoration and re-functionalization of building "A" of
the former Fantuzzi barracks and complementary
works of building "D", including surveys, tests and
cadastral updates/changes.

EX CASERMA SILVESTRI (31)
Rovigo – Veneto
Rationalization and re-functionalization
compendium
to
allocate
different
administrations, realizing a Federal building.

31
of

the
public

30

Rationalization and re-functionalization of the
compendium of the former S. Bernardino Barracks for
the construction of the new Police Headquarters.

RICOSTRUZIONE POST SISMA 2016 (32)
Abruzzo – Lazio - Marche

32

The initiative is aimed at providing support to the
Structure of the Special Commissioner for Earthquake
Reconstruction.
The objective is to modernise and bring into compliance
with the new seismic-energy standards both public
buildings and State-owned buildings managed by the
Agenzia del Demanio.

9

Direct Investment – Redevelopment Long Lease

1

2

7

45
6
3

1. EX CHIESA DI SAN CRISTOFORO, Mantova - Lombardia
2. UNITÁ IMMOBILIARE VIA STENICO, Cremona - Lombardia

8

3. CASELLO BACUCCO SUL PO, Ariano nel Polesine (RO) - Veneto
4. EX CASELLO ROCCOLO, Pieve di Cadore (BL) - Veneto
5. EX CASELLO RONCHI, Pieve di Cadore (BL) - Veneto
6. STAZIONE SOTTOCASTELLO, Pieve di Cadore (BL) - Veneto

9

7. EX CASERMETTA DIFENSIVA, Paluzza (UD) - Friuli Venezia Giulia

10
11

12
13

8. EX DEPOSITO MUNIZIONI, Sagrado (GO) - Friuli Venezia Giulia
9. VILLA LIETA, Sanremo (IM) - Liguria
10. TEATRO ROSSI, Pisa - Toscana
11. VILLA CARDUCCI PANDOLFINI, Firenze - Toscana
12. FARO DEL CARDETO, Ancona - Marche

14

13. CASA CON GIARDINO, Grottammare (AP) - Marche

1516

20

19

14. EX DOGANA -TORRE DI BADINO, Terracina (LT) - Lazio

17

15. BASTIONE SPERONE, Capua (CS) - Campania

18

17. CASA CANTONIERA, Irsina (MT) - Basilicata

16. GRAN MAESTRATO DI SAN LAZZARO, Capua (CS) - Campania
18. PALAZZO DEI PRINCIPI LANZA DI TRABIA, San Nicola Arcella (CS) - Calabria
19. CASELLO FERROVIARIO VILLA MARGI, Reitano (ME) - Sicilia
20. REAL CASA DEI MATTI, Palermo - Sicilia
21. CARCERE DI SAN VITO, Agrigento - Sicilia

Historical and
artistic property
Other

21

22

22. EX CASERMA CALDIERI DI ORTIGIA, Siracusa - Sicilia
All the assets are currently included in the call for redevelopment long lease open until the 19th May 2022 and
ready to be redeveloped according to the info memo in the tender document
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Direct Investment – Redevelopment Long Lease
EX CHIESA DI SAN CRISTOFORO
Mantova - Lombardia

1

The complex is made of a former chapel and a residential unit.
The chapel dates back to the early 15th, while the residential unit
has an independent access and a wide appurtenant area. The
complex is situated in the old town of Mantua, close to famous
monuments and locations like Palazzo Ducale, Piazza Sordello
and the Castle of St. George.

CASELLO BACUCCO SUL PO
Ariano nel Polesine (RO) - Veneto

3

The asset is composed of a main building with
two floors and of an outside patio closed by
windows and a roof. Outside there is an
hydraulic construction that in the past was used
to manage the flow of the river. The asset is
located in a very nice and important naturalistic
area, the Regional Park of the Delta del Po,
protected by UNESCO for its variety of flora and
fauna, in particular birds.

EX CASELLO RONCHI
Pieve di Cadore (BL) - Veneto

5

The estate, situated in the locality of Ronchi near the cemetery of
Pieve di Cadore, consists of a former signalman’s house along the
abandoned Ferrovia delle Dolomiti, the railway line that connected
Calalzo with Dobbiaco, now used as a hiking and cycling trail. It is
placed in the exquisite natural environment of the woods of the
Cadore region.

UNITÁ IMMOBILIARE IN VIA STENICO
Cremona - Lombardia

2

The compound is part of a four-storey block of flats with
basement and inner courtyard. It consists of four rooms and a
toilet, connected by an inner corridor, and a cellar in the
basement. Among the shared areas there are a lodge used as
drying room on the 4th floor and a small terrace on the 5th floor.

EX CASELLO ROCCOLO
Pieve di Cadore (BL) - Veneto

4

The estate, situated in Pieve di Cadore near the State road
SS 51bis in the Lunga via delle Dolomiti, consists of a
former signalman’s house along the abandoned Ferrovia
delle Dolomiti, the railway line that connected Calalzo with
Dobbiaco, now used as a hiking and cycling trail. It is only
accessible from the cycle path.
The estate is placed in the exquisite natural environment of
the woods of the Cadore region.

STAZIONE SOTTOCASTELLO
Pieve di Cadore (BL) - Veneto

6

The estate, a former railway station, consists of a
wide flat outdoor area, a main two-storeys building
with attic and a small accessory one-storey building.
It is situated in the locality of Sottocastello, not far
from the old town and close to public offices, to
schools and to a paved bike path.
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Direct Investment – Redevelopment Long Lease
EX CASERMETTA DIFENSIVA
Paluzza (UD) – Friuli Venezia Giulia

7

The former small defensive barracks of Monte Croce
Carnico, built for defensive purposes, is made of two
buildings with stone masonry and flat roof, leaning against
the mountain rock. The compound apparently dates back to
year 1932 and was built when the Alpine Wall was
established to defend the border passage to Austria. It has
been declared of cultural interest in accordance with decree
42/2004 with the declaration n. 682 dated 03/02/2015.

VILLA LIETA
Sanremo (IM) - Liguria

9

The compound is part of the historic-artistic State
Property and is in a high-quality, semi-central
area with a mainly residential destination (villas
and apartment buildings) in the town of Sanremo.
It is made of three buildings: a villa, an
outbuilding and the caretaker’s house and has an
appurtenant garden of about 17.900 sqm. The
buildings have significant architectural and
historical value and are under the protection of
the Superintendence.
VILLA CARDUCCI PANDOLFINI
Firenze - Toscana

11

The 15th century compound named Villa Carducci
Pandolfini stands in the plain south-west of Florence,
near Via di Scandicci. In the south-west corner of the
complex there are the ruins of a 14th century tower
which was part of the fortified palace of Guardavia,
also called “Volta a Legnaja”, one of the strongholds
of the Florentine fortification system. Object of the
concession are only some residential units.

EX DEPOSITO MUNIZIONI
Sagrado (GO) – Friuli Venezia Giulia

8

The former ammunition depot of Monte di
Mezzo is in a vast woodland area of about 55
ha. The compound consists of five aboveground buildings and a tunnel dug in the rock
at the foot of Mount San Michele dating back
to the years 1975-1977, the function of which
was to store the war material for the local
barracks during the Cold War. The tunnel is
made of concrete and partly of precast
reinforced concrete.
TEATRO ROSSI
Pisa – Toscana

10

Located in the old town of Pisa, the theatre was built in
the second half of the 18th century and is a typical
Italian-stage theatre, with a stage in the middle, a
balcony and twenty boxes arranged in three levels, a
foyer, and a parterre. This theatre provides a good
example of the Italian theatre tradition, with structural and
acoustic characteristics typical of historical entertainment
venues.

FARO DEL CARDETO
Ancona - Marche

12

The Lighthouse of the Cardeto, also known as Lighthouse Colle
dei Cappuccini, is in the middle of the municipality of Ancona,
inside the Cardeto Park, and has a panoramic view over the old
town, over Monte Conero, and over the port of Ancona. The
complex consists of two buildings, the former lighthouse and the
former lightkeeper’s house. It was built in 1859 by order of Pope
Pius IX, who personally laid the first stone.

12

Direct Investment – Redevelopment Long Lease
CASA CON GIARDINO
Grottammare (AP) – Marche

13

The property, consisting of a building and its
appurtenant outdoor courtyard, is in the center of
Grottammare, a town known as Pearl of the Adriatic
Sea, near the coast and the Adriatic Cycle Route. At the
beginning of the 20th century, it was used as Customs
and then as barracks of the Italian Financial Police, until
1977. It consists of a building with regular plan spread
on two levels and made up of four units (a garage and
three flats).
BASTIONE SPERONE
Capua (CS) - Campania

15

The State property, located at the entrance of the old town,
consists of an ancient masonry building with wooden pitched
roof and just one floor with 8 rooms and it was part of the
ancient fortification system of the town of Capua. The belt of
fortifications with base shoe curtain walls was built and
renovated by the Spanish and the Austrian viceroys. The
fortifications date back to the early years of the 16th century
until the 1730s.

CASA CANTONIERA
Irsina (MT) - Basilicata

17

The building, with its oven and its surrounding area, is in locality
Taccone, in the countryside of Irsina, in the province of Matera. It
is the typical building constructed in the past along the old
railroads in South Italy. It is situated at 50 km from Matera (former
Capital of Culture in 2019), along the scenic route of the Appia
Antica and near the Acquedotto Pugliese cycle path, the
Ciclopista del Sole and the Cammino Materano.

EX DOGANA - TORRE DI BADINO
Terracina (LT) – Lazio

14

The complex is situated in the town of Terracina, a famous
tourist resort of the Lazio coast, near the Circeo National Park.
The urban context is the ancient port of Badino, from which the
tower is named, located within walking distance of the seaside.
The real estate is made of two contiguous buildings, constructed
in different historical periods, and a wide appurtenant area. It
has a direct independent vehicle entrance.

GRAN MAESTRATO DI SAN LAZZARO
Capua (CS) - Campania

16

The compound, a former armory of about 500 sqm, has an
external area of about 15.000 sqm and is part of the bastion
walls of the town of Capua built between 1537 and 1552 to
improve the defensive structure of the town.

PALAZZO DEI PRINCIPI LANZA DI TRABIA
San Nicola Arcella (CS) - Calabria

18

Built in the late 18th century, this palace was the summer
residence of the Spinelli family, masters of Scalea. The building
has a regular, symmetric plan and consists of adjoining rooms
around an inner court. The estate has a square structure (about
40 m x 44 m) in a Baroque-style with some valuable
architectural elements.
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Direct Investment – Redevelopment Long Lease

CASELLO FERROVIARIO VILLA MARGI
Reitano (ME) – Sicilia

19

The property is in the hamlet of Villa Margi, in the
municipality of Reitano (ME). The signalman’s
house was part of a railway that never came into
operation, consigned in 1948 by Ferrovie dello
Stato, the railway State company, to the State
administration.
The property has a rectangular shape and
consists of two levels connected by a flight of
stairs. The estate extends symmetrically on both
sides of the staircase.

CARCERE DI SAN VITO
Agrigento- Sicilia

21

Real estate complex, known as the “convent and former
prison of San Vito”, located in the heart of Agrigento, one of
the most visited cities in Sicily. The complex whose
construction started in 1432 (Convent), was largened over
time to respond to the needs of the uses that it was
destined to. Thanks to its location, the property is well
adaptable to be used for touristic-hotel or cultural and
school activities.

REAL CASA DEI MATTI
Palermo – Sicilia

20

Real estate complex, former psychiatric hospital and military
prison, situated in the city of Palermo, close to the historical
center, near the Norman Palace, the university city and the
D’Orleans Park. The building, a construction that goes back to
the 18th century, over time was used as a convent, psychiatric
institute (Real Madhouse) and military prison: today in disuse.

EX CASERMA CALDIERI DI ORTIGIA
Siracusa - Sicilia

22

Renovated in the 19th century. Two monastic corpuses
merged into a homogeneous whole. The dividers shape
the internal space generating a sequence of
compartments communicating with each other and
distributed in an inverted "T" shape, mainly facing the
internal courtyard. The articulation of the rooms follows a
classic pattern that in the nineteenth century was
translated in private homes as suites of rooms, without
compartments used for the hallway.
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Direct Investment – Sale
1. EX CASERMA GHERZI, Novara – Piemonte
2. EX STABILIMENTO BAGNO TERMALE, Acqui Terme (AL) – Piemonte

7
1
2
8

9 10

3. EX FORTE CERAINO, Dolcè (VR) – Veneto

3 45 6

4. VILLINO ROSSI, Schio (VI) – Veneto
5. VILLA PASQUALIGO PASINETTI RODELLA, Cinto Euganeo (PD) – Veneto
6. EX FORTE VECCHIO, Cavallino Treporti (VE) – Veneto
7. EX CASA FORESTALE, Cortina d’Ampezzo (BL) – Veneto

11
1213

8. COMPLESSO IMMOBILIARE, Genova – Liguria
9. PALAZZO SERAFINI, Piacenza – Emilia Romagna
10. PALAZZO COSTA FERRARI, Piacenza – Emilia Romagna
11. PADIGLIONE SAN VITO, Pisa – Toscana
12. VILLA MONTEBELLO, Livorno – Toscana
13. EX SEDE DELL’UTE VICO ALTO, Siena – Toscana
14. AREA VIA DEL CANALICCHIO, Trimestieri Etneo (CT) – Sicilia
The assets are/will be on sale in the course of 2022 through competitive procedure
All the information about possible asset development are/will be reported in each notice for sale

Historical and
artistic property

14

Other
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Direct Investment – Sale
EX CASERMA GHERZI (1)
Novara - Piemonte

1

The former Gherzi Barracks consists of a large flat area
with an irregular shape with 3 main buildings, as well as
other smaller ones, once used as military hospital, church,
housing, shelter for military vehicles, warehouses. The
complex used by the Army since the middle of the last
century was eventually abandoned by the Ministry of
Defence in January 2007.

EX FORTE CERAINO (3)
Dolcè, (VR) - Veneto

3

Defensive military complex of the Hapsburg era, built
on a small plateau of Mount Pastello and composed
by a fortification, a small crumbling building, a vast
external area and a gravel access road.

VILLA PASQUALIGO
PASINETTI RODELLA
Cinto Euganeo (PD) - Veneto

5

Large complex, built in the XVI Century and
restored during the 2000’s, extended over
13,600 sqm of plot on which there are Villa
Rodella, its colonnade, a small church and two
separate technical rooms. The small church is
located over a gentle hillock. Inside the Villa
there are three flights of stairs made of marble
and wood and the floors are of different
materials according to the usage.

EX STABILIMENTO BAGNO TERMALE
Acqui Terme (AL) - Piemonte

2

The former Carlo Alberto spa resort is situated on
the outskirts of the famous spa town of Aqui
Terme, in the Province of Alessandria. The
property was built in 1860 in the Borgo Bagni
district (formerly Antiche Terme). The property has
the right to draw sulphur water for therapeutic use.
Its location is ideal for tourist accommodation
purposes.

VILLINO ROSSI
Schio (VI) - Veneto

4

A complex of architectural merit made up of a single
building, with three floors above ground, as well as a
basement, it also has a large outdoor space to be used
as a park, in a central position to Schio. The asset was
built between 1876 and 1890 following the Venetian
tradition. Originally it was a square plan organised
around a small room used as a distributive space for
the side wings. Subsequently it has undergone
changes.

EX FORTE VECCHIO
Cavallino Treporti (VE) - Veneto

6

The fort is a complex of pre-nineteenth century
military buildings with an appurtenant area,
bordered by a brick boundary wall and by a
moat connected with the Venetian Lagoon.
It is made of a small fort which is the main
building, with two levels above ground and a
tower, and another eleven small military
constructions scattered inside the fortification
perimeter.
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Direct Investment – Sale
EX CASA FORESTALE
Cortina d’Ampezzo (BL) – Veneto

7

The real estate compendium, consisting of a main building on three levels
with garage, woodshed and external area, is located in Cortina d'Ampezzo,
adjacent to the Dolomites Regional Road n. 48, in the stretch that leads
from Pocol to Passo Falzarego, at an altitude of about 1985 m above sea
level.
The original building, the first alpine refuge of Cortina, was built by the
Magnifica Comunità d'Ampezzo, first in wood and then in masonry in 1868.

PALAZZO SERAFINI
Piacenza – Emilia Romagna

9

The building, that goes back to 1824, is in the
historical centre of Piacenza, is made up of three
levels with a large internal courtyard, partially in a
green area and partially in paved area. Of high
value there are three rooms, that continue to keep
the decorations of the neoclassic era, with
mythological subjects and monochrome scenes.

PADIGLIONE SAN VITO
Pisa – Toscana

11

The property is part of a larger complex located on
the northern shore of the river Arno, within the
historical perimeter of Pisa. The asset has three
floors that are suitable for different uses: residential,
offices, leisure, etc..

COMPLESSO IMMOBILIARE
Genova – Liguria

8

The compound is situated in the elegant district
Nervi next to the prestigious Viale delle Palme, the
beautiful walkway Passeggiata Anita Garibaldi and
the important botanical complex of the Nervi Parks.
The compound, located in a quite secluded but
strategic position with all facilities, is made of two
buildings and a wide appurtenant open area.

PALAZZO COSTA FERRARI
Piacenza – Emilia Romagna

10

The building, dating back to the late
Renaissance period, is located in the city's
historic centre. The building is an emblematic
example of the late-Renaissance Piacenza
architecture, testimony to the influence of
Bibiena on the city’s noble buildings. It was
commissioned by Count Corrado Ferrari who
decided around 1680 to reconstruct his home by
entrusting the project to the Bolognese
Bibbiena, a family of architects.

VILLA MONTEBELLO
Livorno – Toscana

12

The property is located south of the historical center of
Livorno, a seaside town and an important port on the
Mediterranean. The asset is a detached villa of four
floors, a courtyard, a dependence and a swimming
pool in the beautiful garden.
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Direct Investment – Sale

EX SEDE DELL’UTE VICO ALTO
Siena – Toscana

13

Real estate compendium located in the municipality of
Siena, in the locality of Vico Alto, consisting of two
buildings built attached to each other and raised on
five and six floors above ground as well as a
basement, all accompanied by two significant squares.
The property was used in the past by the Territorial
Agency and the State Territorial Accounting Office,
which merged the Territorial Department of Economy
and Finance.

AREA VIA DEL CANALICCHIO (14)
Trimestieri Etneo (CT) – Sicilia

14

The area is located in the furthest suburb of the
Municipality of Tremestieri Etneo, near the border
with the Municipality of Catania. The area is inserted,
therefore, in a context of residential type and close to
all the first needs. On the area there are buildings,
made initially for the original project of a center for a
police school in Catania that was not completed.
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What next
Agenzia will expand its scope through the
Struttura per la Progettazione providing
public real estate design and construction
services to local administrations and
specific purpose public entities (e.g.
Agenzia Nazionale beni sequestrati
e confiscati), so broadening
the partnership with
the real estate
industry

Health

Research
Infrastructures

Education

Social housing
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